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ABSTRACT
We propose an objective measurement method for pitch extractors’
responses to frequency-modulated signals. The method simultaneously measures the linear and the non-linear time-invariant responses
and random and time-varying responses. It uses extended timestretched pulses combined by binary orthogonal sequences. Our recent finding of involuntary voice pitch response to auditory stimulation while voicing motivated this proposal. The involuntary voice
pitch response provides means to investigate voice chain subsystems
individually and objectively. This response analysis requires reliable
and precise pitch extraction. We found that existing pitch extractors
failed to correctly analyze signals used for auditory stimulation by
using the proposed method. Therefore, we propose two reference
pitch extractors based on the instantaneous frequency analysis and
multi-resolution power spectrum analysis. The proposed extractors
correctly analyze the test signals. We open-sourced MATLAB codes
to measure pitch extractors and codes for conducting the voice pitch
response experiment on our GitHub repository.
Index Terms— Voice chain, fundamental frequency, frequency
modulation, time-stretched pulse, linear time invariant system
1. INTRODUCTION
We reported that voice fundamental frequency (fo )1 involuntary
shows compensatory response to frequency modulation of auditory
stimuli applied while voicing [2]. The experiment requires to measure fo of periodic sounds2 without introducing nonlinearities and
glitches for measuring voice response to auditory stimulation. This
requirement led us to propose an objective measurement method3
of pitch extractors’ response to frequency-modulated tones4 . We
∗ This work was supported by JSPS (Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science) Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research Grant Numbers JP18K00147,
JP18K10708, JP19K21618, and JP21H04900.
1 We use f (pronuciation “ef oh”) representing the fundamental freo
quency [1] instead of using conventional symbols such as F0.
2 Sounds without fundamental component, “missing fundamental,” is difficult to extract fo .
3 The proposed pitch extractor measurement uses a new system response
analysis method (CAPRICEP-based method afterward. It stands for Cascaded All-Pass filters with RandomIzed CEnter frequencies and Phase polarity [3]). The CAPRICEP-based method simultaneously measures the linear time-invariant (LTI) response, the non-linear time-invariant (non-LTI) response, and random and time-varying responses.
4 Strictly, using “pitch” to represent f [4] is misleading. What we pero
ceive is “pitch,” a psychological attribute, which highly correlates with fo .
However, we do not distinguish the use of pitch and fo in this article unless
it introduces confusion.

assigned the modulation signal as input and the extracted pitch value
as output and fed them to the proposed pitch extractor measurement method. We found that existing fo extractors fail to meet this
requirement. This issue motivated us to introduce reference pitch
extractors.
The contributions of this article are as follows. We introduced
a new objective measurement method of pitch extractors which provides useful supplemental information to existing evaluation measures. We also introduced two reference pitch extractors.
2. BACKGOUND
The first author introduced an altered auditory feedback technique5
and reported that our voice pitch control consists of two responses
to feedback pitch modification, the voluntary and the involuntary responses a quarter-century ago [5, 6]. Despite decades of research,
altered feedback still is a hot topic for investigating speech chain
and underlying neural basis [7–11]. This research mainly focused
on voluntary responses represented by the pitch shift paradigm and
adaptation paradigm [12–14].6 Introduction of CAPRICEP-based
method [3] and voice pitch response to auditory stimulation, which
is not an altered feedback voice, opened a new possibility [2]. The
combination of the method and response to non-feedback sounds
solved difficulties in investigating the involuntary response [2, 15].
The experimental procedure for measuring the voice pitch response to FM test sounds consists of the following steps.
Generation of test signal: Combine orthogonal sequences made
from extended time-stretched pulses followed by smoothing
to yield the modulation signal. We applied frequency modulation to four types of signals. They are; SINE: a sinusoid,
SINES: a sum of multiple harmonic sinusoids, MFND: a
sum of multiple harmonic sinusoids without the fundamental component, and MFUNDH: a sum of multiple harmonic
sinusoids without the first eight harmonic components.
Voicing with auditory stimulation: The subject keeps voicing
with a constant pitch while listening to the test sound. The
test system records the produced voice and the test signal for
auditory stimulation simultaneously.
Response analysis: Apply pulse recovering and orthogonalization
procedure to recover the stimulation pulse from the test signal
5 We use the term “altered auditory feedback” here because it is common
practice now. We used the term “transformed auditory feedback” to represent
our paradigm a quarter-century ago.
6 For detailed historical background and discussions on altered feedback
research and relation to CAPRICEP-based method, refer [2, 15].
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Fig. 1. Measurement Scheme of the proposed method.
recording and to calculate the LTI, the non-LTI, and random
and time-varying responses of voice recording.
We applied band-pass filtering using an analytic signal to extract the
fo of the test signal and the acquired voice. The procedure usually
worked fine with SINE and SINES test signals. The procedure did
not work with missing fundamentals (MFUND and MFUNDH)7 .
This paradigm allowed us to test subsystems (pitch perception
system and voice pitch control system) of the speech chain individually. It also allowed us to control the intensity ratio between the
natural feedback voice and the test signal. Sometimes, subjects cannot control their voice pitch when the test signal is stronger than the
natural feedback voice. The produced voice pitch deviates more than
a half octave from the target pitch in the worst case. Such significant
deviation made pitch extraction using an analytic signal impossible.
These difficulties (missing fundamental and significant deviation) let
us test available pitch extractors by replacing the analytic-signalbased procedure. The objective measurement method of pitch extractors is our first contribution.
3. OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENT METHOD
Pitch extraction has long research history [16–25] and still is a
hot topic in speech processing [26–30]. We propose to apply the
CAPRICEP-based method [3] to measure the responses of pitch
extractors. We replicated the FM-based procedure introduced to
measure the voice pitch response to auditory stimulation [2, 15].
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the proposed method. The combination of elements test signal generator, response
analyser, and CAPRICEP-set and orthogonal matrix
is the CAPRICEP-based method [3]. We used a Gaussian smoother8
for LPF and fed the output to VFO (Variable Frequency Oscillator)
to modulate fo of the test signals. We normalize the pitch extractor’s
responses by the LTI response of the lower path in Fig. 1 to calculate
the pitch extractor’s responses. The pitch extractor’s response should
only consist of the LTI response and not introduce the non-LTI or
random and time-varying responses9 .
Figure 2 shows response examples of representative pitch extractors. The input signal is a frequency modulated synthetic male
vowel /a/ with 44100 Hz sampling and 120 Hz average fo . The modulation signal is a Gaussian smoothed mixture of three CAPRICEPbased orthogonal signals. The modulation depth (standard deviation) is a 25 musical cent. In Fig. 2, the graph with the title showing “NDF” uses modified autocorrelation with LPC-based spectral
whitening [19], “CREPE120sim” uses convolutional neural network [29], and “Harvestsim” represents the dedicated pitch extractor [28] for a popular high-quality VOCODER WORLD [27].
7 We

used an ad hoc workaround.
used a sidelobe-less Gaussian window by setting the endpoint level
to the machine epsilon. We use Gaussian windows throughout this paper
because it simplifies discussion and derivation.
9 Strictly, this procedure inevitably introduces the non-LTI response. It is
because FM is a non-linear operation, and its sideband is not bandlimited.
Note that Harvest [28] shows the non-LTI response close to the lower bound.
8 We

Fig. 2. Pitch extractors’ response to frequency-modulated synthetic
male vowel /a/. The solid line shows the linear time-invariant response. The ash-dot line shows the nonlinear time-invariant response. The dotted line shows random and time-varying responses.

The tests, including other pitch extractors, were disappointing.
The pitch extractors for WORLD [28] and legacy-STRAIGHT [24]
showed the best results (the lowest non-LTI and lowest random and
time-varying response levels). However, many failed to handle the
original test signal (sum of multiple harmonic components with the
same amplitude). We needed to shape the spectral envelope of the
test signals using a Japanese vowel /a/ extracted by WORLD for
tested pitch extractors to work correctly. Even with this modification, no extractor succeeded in analyzing missing fundamentals.
These results reveal that response measurement of pitch extractors using the CAPRICEP-based method provides an objective and
informative means for evaluating pitch extractors in addition to commonly used performance measures (GPE, FPE, FFE, and others).
This measurement method is our first contribution and motivated us
to propose the second contribution, reference pitch extractors.
4. REFERENCE PITCH EXTRACTORS
We introduce two reference pitch extractors to analyze test signals
and voice pitch responses correctly. The first one uses instantaneous
frequency for representing and extracting the fundamental component. The second one uses periodicity on the frequency axis for representing repetition.
4.1. Instantaneous frequency-based implementation
We already know that once we find the fundamental component, the
instantaneous frequency of the component provides the fo value. We
introduce an automatic mechanism to select the fundamental component without prior knowledge about the true fo value.

The proposed instantaneous frequency-based algorithm uses filters having the same shape on the logarithmic frequency axis. When
the bandpass filter covers 0 Hz to 2fc Hz (where fc is the center
frequency), a filter consisting of the fundamental component has the
minimum amount of total AM and FM in its output [22, 31]. In
addition to the direct implementation of a filter bank, we briefly introduce another implementation using a combination of short-time
DFT (defined by the lowest pitch fL ) and matrix multiplication.
4.1.1. Filter design and implementation
Let x|n0 represent the DFT of the windowed signal segment aligned
at discrete time n0 . The following equation calculates the filter outputs (y|n0 ) at a discrete time tn0 from x|n0 10 .


4π 2 (fl − fk )2
⊤
x|n0 , (Ww )l,k = exp −
y|n0 = Ww
, (1)
2
2(σk2 − σL
)
where k-th element of y|n0 is the output of the k-th filter, and A⊤
represents transposition of matrix A. The parameters σk2 to define
the band width of a k-th filter uniquely corresponds to the level θx at
2
frequency 0 and 2fk by σk2 = −2π 2 fk2 / log(θx ). The parameter σL
(defined using fL ) is for the short-time DFT at each analysis frame.
4.1.2. Instantaneous frequency and representative values
Let matrix X|n0 consists of short time DFT vector sequence
x|n0 , x|n1 , x|n2 , . . . , x|nN , starting from n0 to nN with a 1/fs
inclement. The matrix Y|n0 consists of the output vector sequence.
⊤
X|n0 .
Y|n0 = Ww

(2)

Following equation yields matrix Fi |n0 . The element (Fi |n0 )k,m
is the instantaneous frequency of the k-th filter at tnm−1 .

fs 6  nN
n
(3)
Y|n1 ⊘ Y|n0N −1 ,
2π
where function 6 [z] yields the angle (argument) of a complex number z, and ⊘ represents Hadamard division. A notation A|ba represents the submatrix of A consisting of colums from a to b. We
use the sample average f |n0 of fi |m for representative value of the
analysis frame, where fi |m is the m-th column of the matrix Fi |n0 .
n

Fi |n0N −1 =

4.1.3. AM and FM deviation measure and calibration
For estimating total amount of AM and FM deviation σE we use
sample standard deviation of the instantaneous frequency difference
sf |n0 and that of the relative absolute value change difference sa |n0 .
2
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where vector a|m is m-th column of matrix A|n0N −1 .
10 Note

that the the segment center xn0 is at the beginning of the DFT
buffer. The discrete time and the frequency of DFT buffer are circular. The
first part of DFT buffer of fk is f0 , f1 , . . . , fLDFT /2 . The last part of fk is
f−LDFT /2+1 , f−LDFT /2+2 , . . . , f−1 . The discrete time tk has the same
ordering. The windowed input signal element xn0 aligns at t0 .

Fig. 3. The upper plot shows the SNR dependency of the deviation
measure. SNR spans from 0 dB to 80 dB in a 10 dB step and fo =
220 Hz. The lower plot shows fo independence of the deviation
measure for SNR 80 dB. A test signal is a periodic pulse train with
added white noise. fo values are 110, 220, 440, and 880 Hz.
Figure 3 shows the behavior of an example implementation. It
uses fs = 44100 Hz, θL = 10−6 , and fL = 40 Hz. A test signal
is a periodic pulse train with added white noise. The upper plot of
Fig. 3 shows that given SNR and the calculated deviation measure
σE value (when represented in dB with a minus sign) agree without
bias, in other words, calibrated11 . The bottom plot of Fig. 3 shows
that the measure is independent of fo . Fixed points from the filter
center frequency to the instantaneous frequency of the filter output
are candidates of the fundamental component. The minimum σE
determines the fundamental component and provides its HNR (Harmonic to Noise Ratio) simultaneously.
4.2. Repetitive structure-based implementation
The instantaneous frequency-based method cannot find the fundamental component for missing fundamentals. The second algorithm,
the repetitive structure-based method, can. Power spectra of periodic sounds have periodic variation. Removing envelope from a
power spectrum of a voiced sound and calculating inverse Fourier
transform yields a modified autocorrelation with local peaks at integer multiples of the fundamental period. This is one of common
strategies of many pitch extractors [17–21]. We revisit this idea (selecting [20] and [21] for starting point) using Gaussian window and
make it fo independent self tuning method.
Let x represent a signal segment. For making it self tuning, we
start from a window wt having a narrower frequency resolution than
half of the lowest (possible) fo . We also use a window wτ on a
lag axis12 . The following equations calculate the power spectrum
p and smoothed power spectrum p̃ via smoothing by weighting the
autocorrelation v using the lag window wτ .
p = |F [ wt ⊙ x]|2 , v = F −1 [p] , p̃ = F [wτ ⊙ v] ,

(8)

where ⊙ repreents Hadamard product.
4.2.1. Recursive design and analysis
The following equations recursively define a set of (Gaussian) time
windows and lag windows. Their durations (for example, defined
11 Note that different θ setting introduces bias. Lower θ value makes
L
L
linear relation saturate in the high SNR end.
12 x, w , and w are column vectors on the discrete time and lag axes.
t
τ

Fig. 4. Peak envelopes of modified autocorrelation ρM |k (colored
lines) and the integrated periodicity measure ξ (thick black line).

using the second moment) are half of the previous step.
(k)

wt

(k−1)
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,
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(k)

⊙ wt ,

(9)

where k represents the step number. Let P and P̃ represent matrices
of the power spectra and the smoothed power spectra, respectively.
Their k-th columns are the power spectrum and the smoothed power
spectrum calculated at k-th step.
Let define shape difference matrix PD and shape difference
magnitude at k-th step Lk using the following equation.
PD = P ⊘ P̃,

Lk = PD |k − PD |k

,
2

(10)

where kak2 represents two norm of a. Lk yields the maximum value
when source of the shape difference is signal periodicity.
4.2.2. Autocorrelation smoothing and periodicity measure
Inverse Fourier transform of the k-th column of PD yields a modified autocorrelation. We introduce frequency weighting vector wF
for focusing on lower frequency region and calculate a smoothed
modified autocorrelation ρM |k 13 . We define the periodicity measure
ξ by using the following equation.
X
wC |k ⊙ ρM |k ,
(11)
ρM |k = F −1 [wF ⊙ PD |k ],
ξ=
k

where wC is a calibration matrix to make the peak of the measure
independent of fo and have value 1 for periodic signals14 .
Figure 4 shows behavior of an example implementation. It
shows peak envelope made from the integrated periodicity measure
ξ level at fo of the input pulse train. It also shows peak envelopes
made from individual autocorrelation ρM |k level at fo .
Note that the integrated periodicity measure ξ is independent
of fo . Peaks of ξ are candidates, and the maximum ξ provides the
fundamental period. Combining this information and instantaneous
frequencies of harmonic components gives the correct fo value for
missing fundamental test signals. Pitch extraction of missing fundamentals is the task that no existing pitch extractors succeeded. These
two extractors are the second contribution.
5. DISCUSSION
We found that some pitch extractors showed surprisingly poor results using our proposed test method. We placed test signals and
13 Smoothing

is essential for handling natural speech. It is not rare because
vocal fold closure sometimes is not a single event [32].
14 w is a modified raised cosine function on the logarithmic frequency
C
axis with one-octave span. The modification is a sinusoid series with numerically optimized coefficients.

Fig. 5. Snapshot of a voice and EGG analysis tool prototype.
test codes in our GitHub repository [33] and made anyone be able
to verify. These poor results are possible because they consist of
pre-and post-processes specialized for their target applications and
these processes are usually non-linear. Our proposed reference extractors do not have such processes and leave that specialized processing for users’ customization. To illustrate example cases of applying the measurement method and the reference pitch extractors,
we prototyped an interactive and real-time tool for visualizing vocal
tract shapes using the simplified versions of the reference pitch extractors. Our proposed test method was beneficial for implementing
these simplified extractors.
Our approach using Gaussian windows without sidelobes is inefficient because of its excessive window length. Using windows without sidelobes (effectively) and have more compact support [34–36]
for the short time DFT at the first stage provides the answer. However, we leave substantiation of this solution for further research.
Figure 5 shows a snapshot of an EGG (Electroglottograph)
database inspector under development. We made heat maps of the
AM and FM total deviation measure and the periodicity measure.
With heat maps and interactive visualization, they were informative
for detailed inspection. For example, around the green cursor line, it
shows that the pitch period alternates short and long in each cycle.
6. CONCLUSION
We proposed an objective and informative measurement method of
pitch extractors’ response to frequency-modulated tones. It uses a
measurement procedure based on a new member of time-stretched
pulses and simultaneously yields the LTI, the non-LTI, and random
and time-varying responses. Unexpectedly poor existing pitch extractors’ performance motivated us to introduce two reference pitch
extractors, one uses instantaneous frequency, and the other uses frequency domain periodicity. We placed the code and the data on our
GitHub repository [33] and made it open-sourced.
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